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Abstract

This paper concerns the use of an object-oriented database for the analysis of pro-

tein sequences. We describe proteins either by bibliographic information or by prediction

function such as Prosite patterns [2, 5]. We propose to use concept lattices|a tool used

in information retrieval to build thesauruses|to classify protein sequences. This clas-

si�cation of proteins may help �nding sequence alignments, or discussing about them.

Conversely, sequence alignments can be used to criticize the structuration of sequences.
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1 Knowledge discovery in a genetic database

Knowledge discovery has been de�ned as the nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously un-

known, and potentially useful information from data [9]. It is also called data mining. These

techniques have already been applied to the analysis of �nancial data, but genome projects,

with their growing ows of data, constitute an attractive application domain.

We propose to use MINOS [17] (MINing Object System). This system uses machine learning

techniques at two levels: to describe biological sequences, and|when they are described|to

structure a set of sequences.



We apply this system to the discovery of patterns in genetic sequences. These patterns per-

mit to detect potentially signi�cant regions in sequences. The discovery of patterns constitutes

an attractive domain in computational biology because the computing techniques involved to

discover patterns are relatively simple whereas these patterns have a biological interest [12].

Then, we use concept lattices [18], a clustering method based on a binary representation of

data to form groups of related objects (concepts). For us, these objects are sequences described

by patterns or bibliographic information. There exists a generalization { specialization rela-

tionship between concepts that de�nes a kind of network (index) between concepts and thus

between sequences.

Our approach combines three domains: object systems (we use an object-oriented database),

information retrieval { data analysis (concept lattices) and genetic sequences. We present

MINOS in the next section. Then we apply it to the structuration of a set of sequences and to

alignment problems.

2 Overview of MINOS

This system takes advantage of an underlying object-oriented database management system to

build prediction functions that recognizes properties in genetic sequences. Then, we show how

these prediction functions can be used as descriptors to qualify sequences and structure a set

of sequences.

2.1 Building and using prediction functions with OSQL

OSQL (Object-SQL) is useful to build prediction functions about genetic sequences. We have

shown that these two steps|the production of consensus patterns and their use to classify new

sequences|could be performed with an object-oriented query language (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Construction and use of a consensus pattern. Rounded boxes represent sequences

or results ; they are implemented as objects. Squared boxes represent procedures and are

implemented as functions or methods.

Let's suppose that our \learning procedure" is called makePattern and the \decision

procedure" matchPattern (these functions are analogous to Gribskof's pro�leMake and

pro�leSearch functions [11] that deal with pro�les, but we can use other prediction rules as

well). O2SQL, the query language of O2 [3, 15] permits to trigger functions or methods in a

query. For example, we can build a motif that recognizes the sequences of the \Globin" family,

and use it in a two steps process as follows:



1. De�ne a pattern named \globin-�nder" with a function that creates a pattern from a set

of sequences1:

makePattern("select s from s in Sequences

where s->family = GLOBIN",

"globin-finder")

2. Use this pattern to detect globin-like sequences (matchPattern quanti�es the proximity

between a pattern and a sequence):

select s

from s in Sequences, p in Patterns

where p->name = "globin-finder"

and matchPattern(p,s) > 0.9

2.2 Clustering sequences with concept lattices

In this system, genetic sequences are represented by database objects. However, these objects

have a special behaviour: they have a method that apply prediction functions on the sequence ;

the result of this method is a set of patterns that matches the sequence. So, each sequence

is described by a set of patterns. Then, we use concept lattices [18] to classify the sequences

according to the patterns they have in common. In the vocabulary we adopt to de�ne concept

lattices, a sequence is an example and a pattern is an attribute describing an example. We

de�ne concept lattices in the next paragraphs.

A concept is a couple (E;A) where E is the set of all the examples sharing the attributes

of A, and A is the set of all the attributes veri�ed by the examples of E. There exists a

relationship between concepts: A concept (E1; A1) is more speci�c than a concept (E2; A2) if

and only if E1 � E2 (or A2 � A1). A concept lattice is a lattice that has concepts as nodes,

and specialization { generalization relationships between concepts as links between nodes. We

use the LEGAL system [14] to build concept lattices.

The following table represents the relationships between the examples (1: : : 7) and their

attributes (a: : : f). For instance, the example 5 is described by the attributes c and d. The

corresponding lattice is displayed in Figure 2.

Examples a b c d e f

1 x x x x

2 x x x
3 x x x
4 x x

5 x x
6 x

7 x x

1A function such as makePattern can be called from the query interpreter ; this function has a parameter
that is itself a query.



{1,2,3,4,5,6,7} x {}

{1,2,5,7} x {b}{1,2,3,7} x {b}{2,3,6} x {a} {1,4,5} x {d}

{1,4} x {d,e}{1,5} x {c,d}{1,2,7} x {b,c}{2,3} x {a,b}

{2} x {a,b,c}{3} x {a,b,f} {1} x {b,c,d,e}

{} x {a,b,c,d,e,f}

Figure 2: Concept lattice. Each concept is represented by a rectangle. Links between rectangles

represent generalization { specialization links.

3 Applications

In this section, we see how genetic sequences are stored as objects of the database, and then,

we provide two examples of structuration of the database with concept lattices. Our database

contains a real-size data set of 964 protein sequences. In the �rst example, the sequences are

described by bibliographic information. In the second one, the descriptors are 336 biological

patterns.

3.1 Genetic sequences

A biological sequence is represented by a string of characters, an ident, and a set of properties.

In our application, we use the genetic sequences of the Protein Data Bank [1, 4] (Figure 3)

3.2 Sequence descriptors

3.2.1 Bibliographic information

Bibliographic information is a means of describing sequences. In this example, we take authors'

names as sequence descriptors.

3.2.2 Prosite patterns

In order to describe the protein sequences stored in our database, we have used A. Bairoch's

Prosite data bank [2]. This data bank contains a set of patterns. Each pattern has been built
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Figure 3: A Protein Data Bank sequence (1CHO).

from an alignment of a group of related proteins and can detect biologically signi�cant regions

in proteins. As A. Bairoch states, these signi�cant regions are generally:

� Enzyme catalytic sites.

� Prostethic group attachment sites (heme, pyridoxal-phosphate, biotin, etc.).

� Amino acids involved in binding a metal ion.

� Cysteines involved in disul�de bonds.

� Regions involved in binding a molecule (ADP=ATP, GDP=GTP, calcium, DNA, etc.) or

another protein.

And the criterions for a good pattern signature are: short size, ability to detect all or most

of the sequences it is designed to describe without giving too many false positive results. The

method that identi�es Prosite's patterns in our database calls L.F. Kolakowski's ProSearch

program [13].

Other knowledge bases based on Prosite patterns have also been studied. Ogiwara [16]

de�nes a mail server that query protein sequences with Prosite patterns and returns 3D in-

formation on the sequence. Hirosawa [12] uses a deductive object-oriented database (Quixote)

to manage patterns (user de�ned or coming from Prosite) and sequences. This system takes

advantage of the inheritance mechanism to combine biological and computed information in a

transparent manner.



3.3 Interpretation of concepts

3.3.1 Using authors' names

We have selected from the database the sequences having the string \proteinase" in their name.

Then the sequences described by their authors are structured in a concept lattice. When we

study the lattice, we discover three types of interpretation for the concepts:

� Identical sequences: sequences of identical primary structure but distinct names. They

reveal redundancies in the Protein Data Bank.

� Homologous sequences.

� Non homologous sequences. In this case we can see from the names of the sequences

that there is often a relation of inhibition between the sequences: one sequence is the

inhibitor of the other ; or one sequence is a complex proteinase-inhibitor and the other

the proteinase or the inhibitor alone.

Figure 4 gives an example of the second family of concepts. The sequences f1CHO, 2SEC,

2SNI, 3SGBg are grouped in a concept because they have all been studied by M.N.J. James.

A phylogenetic tree representing the sequences of this concept is displayed (it shows that the

sequences are weakly homologous). The algorithm that generates the phylogenetic tree has

been designed by J. Gracy [10]. This phylogenetic tree permits to criticize the results given

by our symbolic learning method (grouping sequences in concepts) with a numerical method

(classifying the sequences of a concept by homology). Then the user interprets these results

and accepts or rejects the new organization of knowledge.

3.3.2 Using Prosite patterns

In this example, we consider the sequences of the Protein Data Bank that are toxins. 13

sequences are concerned2. Each sequence responds to at least one of the following patterns of

Prosite:

N-myristosylation site a

Protein kinase C phosphorylation site b

Casein kinase II phosphorylation site c

Amidation site d

Snake toxins signature e

Glycosaminoglycan attachment site f

Pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (Kunitz) family signature g

N-glycosylation site h

Tyrosine kinase phosphorylation site i

The relationships between sequences and patterns are displayed in the table:

2We have used the April 93 version of the data bank.



Protein a b c (d) e (f) (g) (h) (i)

(1ATX) x
1CTX x x x x x

(2MLT)
3EBX x x x x

(1SH1) x
2ABX x x x
6EBX x x x x

1CDT x x x
1DTX x x x x x

(2SH1) x
1NXB x x x x
(1SN3) x x x

5EBX x x x x

We can try to �nd the most signi�cant relationships by the examination of:

� The boolean matrix (above): For instance, we can remove the patterns that appear

in only one sequence (patterns d, f , g, h, i) and then remove the sequences that are

described by at most one pattern (sequences 1ATX, 2MLT, 1SH1, 2SH1, 1SN3).

� The concept lattice (not displayed): Three kinds of concepts can be distinguished

according to their position in the lattice:

{ Concepts with fewer objects than attributes. Since the sequences of these concepts

have many common patterns, they are likely to be highly homologous.

{ Concepts having approximately as many objects as attributes.

{ Concepts with more objects than attributes. The sequences of these concepts are

weakly or not homologous (the relation between sequences may result of a functional

convergence).

Let's consider the concept (f1CTX, 3EBX, 1NXB, 5EBX, 6EBXg , fa, b, c, eg): These 5

sequences share at least 4 patterns3. This suggests that they are homologous. The alignment

of the sequences of this concept (Figure 5) shows that 1CTX is weakly homologous to the four

other sequences.

Then, if we look carefully at the patterns of 6EBX, we can see that they are duplicated. To

get a better alignment, we can split 6EBX as follows:

1CTX : IRCFIT...PDITSKDCPNGH.VCYTKTWCDAFCSIRGKRVDLGCAATCPTVKTGVDIQCCSTDNCNPFPTRKR

6EBX(1) : .ICFNHQSSQPQTTKTCSPGESSCYHKQWSD....FRGTIIERGCG..CPTVKPGIKLSCCESEVCNN......

6EBX(2) : RICFNHQSSQPQTTKTCSPGESSCYHKQWSD....FRGTIIERGCG..CPTVKPGIKLSCCESEVCN.......

1NXB : RICFNQHSSQPQTTKTCSPGESSCYHKQWSD....FRGTIIERGCG..CPTVKPGIKLSCCESEVCN.......

3EBX : RICFNHQSSQPQTTKTCSPGESSCYHKQWSD....FRGTIIERGCG..CPTVKPGIKLSCCESEVCN.......

5EBX : RICFNHQSSQPQTTKTCSPGESSCYNKQWSD....FRGTIIERGCG..CPTVKPGIKLSCCESEVCN.......

To conclude about this example, we can say that our method �nds groups of sequences that

are likely to be homologous because they have some patterns in common ; moreover, these

patterns may serve as anchor points in the alignment. Each group of sequences or \potentially

interesting alignment" corresponds to a concept in the lattice. This example provides several

results and prospects:

3In fact the similarity is higher because some patterns are repeated.



� A method that helps the discovery of potentially interesting sequence alignments.

� This method may help to explain the result of an alignment. For instance, the concept

we have studied is linked to a more speci�c concept: (f1CTXg, fa, b, c, d, eg), which

justi�es the weak homology of 1CTX by the fact that it has an amidation site (pattern

d).

� Concerning knowledge revision: Alignments can be used to criticize a group of sequences:

in our example we have seen that 1CTX cannot be aligned easily with the other sequences.

� In the context of these toxin proteins, patterns a, b, and c are frequently associated with

e (snake toxin). None of these three patterns alone does imply that the sequence is a

toxin, but this could suggest that the conjunction of these three patterns imply that the

sequence is a toxin. (This reasoning does not apply here actually because this conjunction

of patterns is much less speci�c than e.)

4 Conclusion

Many systems appear that allow to index or cross-reference genetic data banks. For instance,

SRS [7, 8] has been developed at the EMBL and references a large set of biological data banks.

Other systems reference sequences according to homology relationship [6] in order to speed up

homology searches.

Our system is exible because it relies on an object-oriented database and is compatible with

the other existing approaches. However, our purpose is to automate the process of knowledge

acquisition from genetic sequences. We have shown how data fusion could be used to create

valid knowledge through an interaction with a user who compares the results of several methods.

More precisely, sequence homology helps the user in criticizing the structuration proposed by the

system. The user may either agree or disagree on the structuration proposed, and his opinion

can be used to enrich the description of existing objects. This yields to another structuration

that can be criticized again in a reexive manner.
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Figure 4: The concept lattice is displayed in the background. Each node (concept) displays

the name of the attributes describing the objects it contains. In the bottom right window, a

concept is open ; we can see its objects. The bottom left window shows the alignment of the

proteins in a concept and the related phylogenetic tree.

Figure 5: Phylogenetic tree of concept (f1CTX, 3EBX, 1NXB, 5EBX, 6EBXg , fa, b, c, eg).


